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Access Opera is an opportunity for students to explore opera from the inside out.  While attending the 
dress rehearsal will be a wonderful experience on its own, through this study guide and our docent-led 
lectures about each opera, we hope to show students the inner workings of each production.  In this 
Study Guide, we will explore the opera The Daughter of the Regiment. 
 
The information in this study guide is provided to give you some information and lesson ideas to share 
with your students.  Getting to know the music, plot and characters will go a long way in student 
engagement in the performance.  We are especially excited to include excerpts from the newly written 
dialogue for Austin Opera’s production, created by the director of the production, Rod Caspers.  
 
Also available: 

Access Opera Docent Lectures 
Docents are available to come to your school and share more insight into more the opera, The 
Daughter of the Regiment.  Learn valuable historical information and cultural context about 
each opera, as well as reinforce the curriculum connections presented in this Study Guide.  We 
are also piloting a SPANISH language docent program.  To schedule a docent, please contact us 
at derck@austinopera.org.    

 
Don’t forget to fill out our program evaluation after each dress rehearsal!   
Your feedback helps us to continue to adapt this program to best serve you.  Every email, letter, 
picture and/or photo helps us to confirm for our financial supporters that ACCESS OPERA is a 
viable program.  We also use this data to improve our services, create new resources and reach 
out to potential donors who want to support arts education in the Central Texas community. 

 
 

We’re pleased that HEB, Texas Commission on the Arts and 3M continue to support our programming.  
Their sponsorship keeps this program free for students. 

 
 

 
 

 

I look forward to seeing you at the opera!  
 
Debra Erck 
Education Coordinator 
derck@austinopera.org 
512-610-7689 

mailto:derck@austinopera.org
mailto:derck@austinopera.org


 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



There are many different kinds of songs in opera.  Performers may sing alone, in couples (duets), trios, 

or larger groups.  There are also moments when the orchestra is featured – no singing at all.  Each 

composer develops his or her own preferred combinations of these options.  The following are the 

major musical components of an opera: 

 

An opera usually begins with an orchestral piece of music called the overture, which functions as an 

introduction to the opera.  The overture generally includes themes that will be heard throughout the 

opera, and can be anywhere from five to twenty-five minutes long.  Before 1800, house lights were not 

dimmed while the overture played, and audiences would continue to talk, drink, and even play cards.  

This changed in the 19th century when the overture began to take its place as an integral part of the 

operatic performance.  Usually, at the end of the overture, the curtain rises and the story of the opera 

unfolds through a series of scenes, which are usually organized into acts. 

 

 

Italian for “air” or song.  Arias are solos performed to the accompaniment of the orchestra.  They allow 

the character to express his or her feelings and reflect on the events of the drama.  The focus of an aria 

is emotions rather than actions, and provides an opportunity for the singer to demonstrate his or her 

vocal or artistic skill.  Some of the most successful composers of arias, such as Mozart, Verdi and Puccini 

were able to achieve a remarkable balance between memorable melodies that perfectly suit the human 

voice, and making the music reflect the drama of the text. 

 

 

Recitative is a type of singing unique to opera, and is used when characters are conversing, or 

introducing an aria.  The text is delivered quickly in a musical way that imitates speech, and has a very 

limited melodic range.  It has no recognizable melody and its rhythms follow those of the spoken word.  

Recitative is meant to carry the action forward and can be accompanied either by a full orchestra, or as 

is often the case in opera written before 1800, by harpsichord or keyboard instrument. 

 

 

 



 

 

In operas, ensemble singing is when two or more voices of different ranges perform together.  These 

include duets, trios, quartets, quintets, and in one or two instances, even a sextet!  In each of these, the 

way the composer blends the voices will depend on the dramatic requirements of the plot.  For 

instance, in a duet where the characters singing are in love, a composer may show this musically by 

having each performer sing different music at different times, and gradually bring those lines of music 

together in harmony as the duet culminates.  Conversely, if the characters are in conflict, their music 

might never be brought together.  Georges Bizet used this technique in Carmen: if you listen to the 

duets sung by Carmen and Don José, you might notice that their musical lines are never completely 

blended, and this foreshadows their tragic ends. 

Most operas include music sung by a large group of singers (sometimes as many as 40 or more) called a 

chorus.  The chorus appears on stage most often in crowd scenes.  The chorus can provide a stunning 

contrast to solo or ensemble singing.  In one opera by Benjamin Britten, the chorus is played by a single 

male and single female(this is in the tradition of Greek theatre.) 

The orchestra is an important part of any opera, and not only because it accompanies the singing and 

introduces the opera in the overture.  The themes (both musical and emotional) of the opera can 

appear in orchestral introductions and conclusions to arias, recitatives, and choruses, but sometimes 

the orchestra becomes a character in the story, and has music to play by itself outside of the overture or 

introduction.  One of the most famous of these instances is the intermezzo (“in the middle”) from 

Cavalleria rusticana by Mascagni (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIQ2D6AIys8).  In between the 

scenes of this one-act opera, the orchestra takes up the story through incredibly expressive and lyrical 

(singing-like) melodies, and through the voices of instruments rather than singers, brings to life the 

emotion of the  characters, the foreboding conclusion, and also a sense of hope.

- Edmonton Opera 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIQ2D6AIys8


Being an opera singer is hard work!  Singers need to be physically strong and have superb technique in 

order to sustain long phrases (musical thoughts): this means they have excellent control of both the 

inhalation and the exhalation of their breath.  Likewise, their voices must maintain a resonance 9using 

cavities in the face to increase the audibility of the voice, even when singing quietly) in both the head 

(mouth, sinuses) and the chest cavities.  All of this resonance is necessary to achieve the volume 

required to be heard above the orchestra that accompanies the singers.  Opera singers do not usually 

use microphones, so they must project their voices throughout a whole theatre using only their muscles 

and technique!  All voices are defined by both the actual voice “type” and the selection of repertoire for 

which the voice is ideally suited.  The range, pitch, and tone of a singer’s voice will determine what kind 

of role they will play in the opera.  Below are a list of voice types 9and ranges) commonly found in 

operas: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Marriage of Figaro - Austin Opera 



 

 

 Don Carlo - Austin Opera 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 







 

 Anna Bolena (1830) 

 L’elisir d’amore (1832) 

 Lucia di Lammermoor (1835) 

 La fille du regiment (1840) 

The Daughter of the Regiment  

 

 

1797: Donizetti is born in Bergamo, Italy to a poor 

       family. 

1806: Donizetti is admitted to a famous choir school. 

1828: Donizetti marries Virginia Vasselli 

1830: Donizetti’s opera Anna Bolena brought him 

international fame. 

1837: Donizetti is appointed as the director of the 

Naples Music School. 

1838: Donizetti’s wife dies during a cholera epidemic 

and he relocates to Paris. 

1845: Donizetti showed signs of mental illness and 

paralysis. 

1848: Donizetti died on April 8th in Bergamo. 

 

 Known as a great leader of the opera style known as 

“bel canto.” 

(other two composers – Rossini and Bellini) 

 Ability to compose very quickly. 

 Known for melodies that are expressive and 

acrobatic – both for comedy and drama 

 Composed 71 operas in his lifetime 

 Sad personal life – 3 children, his parents and his 

wife all died within a short time period 

 Donizetti’s tomb is in the Duomo in Bergamo 

 



 There are two versions of the opera – one in French and one in Italian. 

 The most common version’s libretto was written by Jules-Henri Vernoy de Saint-Georges and 

Jean-François Bayard 

 The first performance of The Daughter of the Regiment was not well received.  Evidently the 

tenor struggled with the challenging music. 

 The Daughter of the Regiment was originally written with spoken dialogue interspersed 

throughout.  Before it could be performed at La Scala (the famous opera house in Milan, Italy), 

however, the dialogue was transformed into sung sections.  At that time, no dialogue was 

allowed. 

 Marie, a feisty vivandière (canteen girl) adopted by the 21st Regiment 

 Tonio, the heroic peasant boy that falls in love with Marie 

 Sulpice, Sergeant of the 21st Regiment 

 Marquise de Birkenfield, an aristocratic woman who abandoned Marie earlier in her life 

 Ortensio, a man servant to the Marquise 

 The 21st Regiment, the soldiers and adoptive “dads” to Marie 

 LONG before the opera begins – Marie is adopted by the 21st Regiment. 

 Just before the opera begins – Marie and Tonio meet and fall in love. 

 During the opera – Tonio shares his love for Marie and joins the Regiment so he will be eligible 

to marry her.  The Marquise de Birkenfield appears and proclaims that Marie is her niece .  

Marie goes with the Marquise and leaves the regiment. 

 The Marquise begins training Marie to be a real “lady” and announces that she will maryy a 

wealthy Duke. 

 Marie is rescued by her “fathers,” the 21st Regiment. 

 Marie and Tonio live happily ever after. 

 You like “happily ever after” stories 

 You like French or 1800’s France 

 You love to see groups of men in uniform 

 You like to hear super human opera singers tackle amazing vocal feats! 



 

Marie, a vivandière — Rachele Gilmore, soprano 

Tonio, a young Tyrolean — René Barbera, tenor 

Sgt. Sulpice — Stefano de Peppo*, bass-baritone 

The Marquise of Birkenfeld — Cindy Sadler, mezzo-soprano 

*Austin Opera debut 

Composer: Gaetano Donizetti  

Libretto: Jules-Henri Vernoy de Saint-Georges, Jean-François Bayard  

English Dialogue: Rod Caspers, Chan Chandler  

Sung in French with English  dialogue, with English supertitles. 

Conductor: Richard Buckley |  

Stage Director: Rod Caspers |  

Chorus Master: Julian Reed 

 

 

The Tyrolean mountains. On their way to Austria, the terrified Marquise of Berkenfield 

and her butler, Hortensius, have paused in their journey because they have found the 

French army blocking their way. When the marquise hears from the villagers that the 

French troops have at last retreated, she comments on the crude ways of the French 

people (“Pour une femme de mon nom”). Hortensius asks Sulpice, sergeant of the 21st 

regiment, to let the marquise continue on. Sulpice is joined by Marie, the mascot, or 

“daughter,” of the regiment, which adopted her as an orphaned child. When Sulpice 

questions her about a young man she has been seen with, she explains that he is a 

local Tyrolean who—though an enemy—once saved her life. Troops of the 21st arrive 

with a prisoner: this same Tyrolean, Tonio, who says he has been looking for Marie. She 

steps in to save him, and while he toasts his new friends, Marie sings the regimental 

song (“Chacun le sait”). Tonio is ordered to follow the soldiers, but he escapes and 

returns to declare his love to Marie. Sulpice surprises them, and Marie must admit to 

Tonio that she can only marry a soldier from the 21st. 

 



The Marquise of Berkenfield asks Sulpice for an escort to return her to her castle. 

When he hears the name Berkenfield, Sulpice remembers a letter he discovered near 

the young Marie when she was found. The marquise soon admits that she knew the 

girl’s father and says that Marie is the long-lost daughter of her sister. The child had 

been left in the care of the marquise, but was lost on a battlefield. Shocked by the girl’s 

rough manners, the marquise is determined to take her niece to her castle and to give 

her a proper education. By now, Tonio has enlisted so that he can marry Marie (“Ah, 

mes amis”), but she has to leave both her regiment and the man she loves (“Il faut 

partir”). 

 

The marquise has arranged a marriage between Marie and Scipion, nephew of the 

Duchess of Krakenthorp. Sulpice has joined the marquise at the Berkenfield castle, 

recovering from an injury. The marquise hopes he can help with her plans for Marie. 

The marquise gives Marie a singing lesson, accompanying her at the piano. Encouraged 

by Sulpice, Marie slips in phrases of the regimental song, and the marquise loses her 

temper (Trio: “Le jour naissait dans la bocage”). Left alone, Marie thinks about the 

meaninglessness of money and position (“Par le rang et l’opulence”). She hears soldiers 

marching in the distance and is delighted when the whole regiment files into the hall. 

Tonio, Marie, and Sulpice are reunited. Tonio asks for Marie’s hand, declaring that 

Marie is his whole life (“Pour me rapprocher de Marie”), but the marquise declares her 

niece engaged to another man and dismisses Tonio. Alone with Sulpice, the marquise 

confesses the truth: Marie is her own illegitimate daughter whom she abandoned, 

fearing social disgrace. 

Hortensius announces the arrival of the wedding party, headed by the Duchess of 

Krakenthorp. Marie refuses to leave her room, but when Sulpice tells her that the 

marquise is her mother, the surprised girl declares that she cannot go against her 

mother’s wishes and agrees to marry a man that she does not love. As she is about to 

sign the marriage contract, the soldiers of the 21st regiment, led by Tonio, storm in to 

rescue their “daughter.” The noble guests are horrified to learn that Marie was a 

canteen girl, but they change their opinion when she describes her upbringing, telling 

them that she can never repay the debt she owes the soldiers. The marquise is so 

moved that she gives her daughter permission to marry Tonio. Everyone joins in a final 

“Salut à la France.” 

 



 

 “On July 24, 2011, two days after his mother’s birthday, American tenor René 

Barbera made Operalia history in Moscow, becoming the first male performer to win 

three prizes in the world’s most prestigious competition for young opera singers. What 

an extraordinary achievement!  After all the prizes had been distributed, René had 

won first in opera, first in zarzuela, and first in the audience prize. He’s still getting 

used to the feel of a Rolex on his wrist. (That’s the audience prize by the way–a shiny 

new Rolex watch.)” – operatoonity.com 

Photo by Kristin Hoebermann 

 

 Born in Laredo, Tx. 

 Grew up in San Antonio 

 Took piano lessons as a child 

 Went to UTSA to pursue a career as 

a choir director 

 Encouraged by the voice faculty to 

look in to performance 

 Studied for 4 years at the North 

Carolina School of the Arts 

 Favorite team: Dallas Cowboys 

 Donizetti is one of his favorite 

composers 

 Enjoys riding motorcycles! 

 



How do text and music relate in an opera aria?  In this activity, you will listen to an aria from 
The Daughter of the Regiment by Donizetti as you follow the libretto.  After discussing how the 
text and music work together to further the story and/or emotion of the characters, you will get 
to try your hand at matching lyrics to music – creating the perfect pair! 

1. Listen to the aria “Ah! Mes amis, quell jour de fête!,” sung by Tonio in The Daughter of 
the Regiment.  Listed here is a great webpage that has a nice description of the aria, and 
several audio performances for you to choose from.  The libretto and translation are 
included here for you to follow as you listen to the music. 

http://andantemoderato.com/ah-mes-amis-la-fille-du-
regiment-juan-diego-florez-luciano-pavarotti-versions/ 

2. After listening, discuss the following questions: 
* Does the music relate to the text? 
* How does (or doesn’t) the  music relate to the text? 
* Does the text have any meaning or relevance in today’s society? 
* Is there a popular song that you know that deals with similar emotions or purpose? 

3. Individually, or in a group, take Tonio’s first section of lyrics from “Ah! Mes amis…” and 
select new music from another genre to “pair” with the words. 
ex. folk song, rap, country western, etc. 

4. Practice performing your chosen music with the lyrics from the aria.  When ready, the 
class will share their performances with one another. 

5. As a class, discuss which performances were most successful and those that did not 
work as well.  What made certain performances more effective?   

6. Assess the performances (either self-assess or instructor assess) using the provided 
rubric. 

http://andantemoderato.com/ah-mes-amis-la-fille-du-regiment-juan-diego-florez-luciano-pavarotti-versions/
http://andantemoderato.com/ah-mes-amis-la-fille-du-regiment-juan-diego-florez-luciano-pavarotti-versions/


Very unique!  You have 
shown evidence that you 
understand the text and its 
meaning.  Your piece was 
impactful and engaging. 

Good work.  You 
understand the text 
and its meaning.  
Your piece has some 
originality. 

Fair.  Your piece shows 
that you tried, but you 
could have used more 
effort. 

Poor.  Shows no thought or 
insight into the text and how 
to translate that into 
another genre of music. 

Crystal clear!  The 
audience understood 
everything and the 
meaning was not lost.  
Very effective. 

The text came 
through for most of 
your piece.  The 
audience could 
follow most of the 
text and you 
conveyed the 
meaning. 

Slightly understandable.  
There were times that 
the audience could not 
understand the text.  
Much of the original 
meaning was lost. 

The audience could not 
understand what you were 
singing.  The performance 
lost all of the original 
meaning of the lyrics. 

Very Effective!  The music 
enhanced the meaning of 
the text.  It did not distract 
the audience in any way. 

The music helped 
convey the meaning 
of the text 
effectively.  It did not 
distract the audience. 

Acceptable.  The music 
slightly distracted the 
audience from 
understanding the 
meaning of the words. 

The music (or lack of) was 
distracting to the meaning of 
the text.   

 



 

TONIO 
Ah! mes amis, quel jour de fête!   Ah, my friends, what a day of celebration! 
Je vais marcher sous vos drapeaux. I will march under your flags. 
L’amour, qui m’a tourné la tête.  Love, which has turned my head 
Désormais me rend un héros,  from now on makes me a hero. 
Ah! quel bonheur, oui, mes amis,  Ah, what happiness, yes my friends. 
Je vais marcher sous vos drapeaux! I will march under your flags. 
Qui, celle pour qui je respire,  Yes, she for whom I breathe. 
A mes voeux a daigné sourire  has deigned to smile upon my wishes. 
Et ce doux espoir de Bonheur  And this sweet hope of happiness. 
Trouble ma raison et man coeur! Ah! Hs shaken my mind and my heart. 

LE CAPORAL 
Le camarade est amoureux!  The comrade is in love! 
(Les soldats rient)    (The soldiers laugh) 

TONIO 
Et c’est vous seuls que j’espère.  Alone, I hope. 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Quoi! c’est notre enfant que tu veux! What!  This is our child  you want. 

TONIO 
Écoutez-moi, écoutez-moi.   Listen to me, listen to me. 
Messieurs son père, écoutez-moi, Gentlemen, her father, listen to me. 
Car je sais qu’il dépend de vous  Because I know it depends on you 
De me rendre ici son époux.  To let me be her husband. 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Notre fille qui nous est chère  Our dear daughter 
N’est pas, n’est pas pour un ennemi. Is not, is not for an enemy. 
Non! Il lui faut un meilleur parti,  No, we need a better deal, 
Telle est la volonté d’un père.  Such is the will of a father. 

TONIO 
Vous refusez?    Do you refuse? 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Complètement.D’ailleurs,    Completely.  Otherwise, 
elle est promise…    it is promised… 



LE CAPORAL 
… a notre régiment…   …to our regiment… 

LES SOLDATS 
… a notre régiment…   …to our regiment… 

TONIO 
(Avec force)     (with force) 
Mais j’en suis, puisqu’en cet instant But I am, since at this moment 
Je viens de m’engager,    I just committed myself, 
pour cela seulement!   For that only! 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Tant pis pour toi!    Too bad for you! 

TONIO 
Messieurs son père…   Gentlemen, her father… 

LES SOLDATS 
Tant pis pour toi!    Too bad for you! 

TONIO 
… écoutez-moi!    …listen to me! 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Tant pis pour toi!    Too bad for you! 

TONIO 
Ma votre fille m’aime!   Your daughter loves me! 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
(Avec surprise)    (with surprise) 
Se pourrait-il! quoi! notre enfant!  Could it be?  What?  Our child! 

TONIO 
Elle m’aime, vous dis-je,    She loves me, I tell you, 
j’en fais serment!    I swear! 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Eh! quoi… notre Marie…   Hey!  What…our Marie… 

TONIO 
Elle m’aime, j’en fais serment!  She loves me, I swear! 



CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Que dire, que faire? …   What to say, what to do?... 
 

TONIO 
Eh! bien?     Hey! Good? 

LE CAPORAL 
Si tu dis vrai, son père en ce moment If what you say is true, right now, 
Te promet son consentement  her father promises to consent 

CAPORAL, SOLDATS 
Oui, te promet son consentement  Yes, we promise to consent 

TONIO 
(Enchanté) 
Pour mon âme,Quel destin!   For my soul, what destiny! 
J’ai sa flamme,Et j’ai sa main!   I have her love and I have her hand! 
Jour prospère! Me voici   Day of prosperity, here I am, 
Militaire et mari!    Soldier and husband! 

 

 



The Daughter of the Regiment 

Austin Opera’s production of The Daughter of the Regiment will include NEW original dialogue 
written by the stage director, Rod Caspers, and Chan Chandler.  You will have first access to this 
dialogue right here!  We hope you enjoy reading portions of the script from ACT 1 and getting 
some insights into the characters and the atmosphere of the funny and delightful story that 
plays out in this comedic opera by Donizetti. 

1.   Identify and discuss the characters in the story.  Discuss the classes represented  

      (nobles, townspeople, government/military, servants, etc.) 

 

CHARACTER NAME DESCRIPTION VOICE TYPE 

Marie a vivandière coloratura soprano 

Tonio a young Tyrolean tenor 
Sergeant Sulpice Sergeant of the 21st regiment  bass 

The Marquise of Berkenfield wife or widow of a nobleman mezzo soprano 

Hortensius a butler bass 

*Other characters include French soldiers, Tyrolean people, domestic servants of the Duchess, nobles 

 

2.  Read through the synopsis of The Daughter of the Regiment provided in the study guide. 

3.  Assign students to the various characters with speaking parts.  Invite other students to share the role  

     of narrator. 

4.  Perform the READER’S THEATRE version of The Daughter of the Regiment. 

5.  After the reading, discuss the characteristics found in written dialogue that are not present in a 

synopsis version of the story. (ex. dialect, emotion, connections between characters, comedy timing, 

etc.) 

**  EXTENSION ACTIVITY:  Take a short story of your choice and create some dialogue for the characters 

in one chosen scene or setting of the story.  Discuss the difference in approaching the retelling of the 

story in prose form vs. in dialogue.   

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vivandi%C3%A8re
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coloratura_soprano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/County_of_Tyrol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenor


ACT 1 - Dialogue 1 (NARRATOR, MARQUISE, HORTENSIUS and SULPICE) 

NARRATOR:   

Our story begins in the Tyrolean mountains. On their way to Austria, the terrified 

Marquise of Berkenfield and her butler, Hortensius, have paused in their journey.  They 

recently have encountered some French soldiers. 

MARQUISE:   

My friends…don’t desert me!  My nerves are in a dreadful state! Suppose they come 

back again? … those French soldiers. 

HORTENSIUS: 

Those horrible soldiers!  Shooting all the time! 

MARQUISE: 

The French.  They endlessly occupy our countryside with their pointless campaign.  

Shouldn’t a woman of my stature be allowed to travel freely in her own land? 

HORTENSIUS: 

Madame, the Marquise – the last of the Berkenfields – should certainly be allowed to 

return to her home. 

MARQUISE: 

Hortensius, I tremble.  My smelling salts, please. 

NARRATOR:  Hortensius attends to the Marquise. 

HORTENSIUS: I shall protect you. 

 

NARRATOR: The Marquise calms down a little. 

MARQUISE: 

Tell me, should we continue our journey home? 

HORTENSIUS: 

Yes, but what about the French soldiers all about us? 

MARQUISE: 

Then until we know for certain that all is clear, we shall stay.  Watch the carriage, my 

money, my jewels.  

NARRATOR:  The Marquise spots a small cottage and says contemptuously… 

MARQUISE: 

I will wait there in that habitation. 



HORTENSIUS: 

yes, m’lady. 

NARRATOR:   

Hortensius walks away.  He begins to talk to himself as Sulpice quietly approaches from 

behind. 

 

HORTENSIUS: 

What a predicament for a peace-loving, sober steward!  Plunged into all the horrors of 

war.  If I meet one of those abominable French soldiers, I’ll march right up to him -– I’ll 

look at him straight in the eye – and I’ll tell him … 

NARRATOR:  Hortensius is suddenly surprised and frightened by the Sulpice.  

HORTENSIUS: 

Ahhhh! 

SULPICE: 

Who are you?  What are you doing here? 

HORTENSIUS: 

Captain! 

SULPICE: 

Sergeant! 

HORTENSIUS: 

I am NOT a sergeant, Sir, I am the steward of Madame the Marquise  

– who waits in that … 

 

NARRATOR: 

Hortensius points towards the small cottage where the Marquise is resting. 

HORTENSIUS: 

- That habitation – a noble lady who merely wishes to continue her journey home – 

with your permission. 

SULPICE: 

A noble lady?  We shall see. 

HORTENSIUS: 

Thank you Captain, Sir. 

SULPICE: 

Sergeant. 



NARRATOR:   

Hortensius turns to the audience and says… 

HORTENSIUS: 

why does he call me sergeant? 

SULPICE: 

And as you travel home tell those cowardly Tyrolean peasants who hid in the 

mountains – make it clear that all they’ve got to do is agree to become Frenchmen!  

That’s right here in the emperor’s own proclamation! 

NARRATOR: 

Sulpice pulls out the proclamation and shows it to Hortensius.  Then he barks a 

command to Hortensius. 

SULPICE: 

So, be off!  Move on! 

HORTENSIUS: 

Of course.  I go to prepare the carriage.  Thank you, captain! 

NARRATOR: 

Sulpice begins to bawl uncontrollably. 

SULPICE: 

Sergeant!! 

HORTENSIUS: 

OH!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACT 1 – Dialogue 2 (NARRATOR, SULPICE and MARIE) 

NARRATOR: 

Sulpice is soon joined by Marie, the mascot, or “daughter” of the regiment, which 

adopted her as an orphaned child.  They begin to talk, and Sulpice questions Marie. 

SULPICE: 

Once again our glorious 21st regiment has successfully carried out the assignment 

delegated by none other than Napoleon himself.  We’ve secured three towns, six 

villages and eleven hamlets… 

MARIE (spoken half-heartedly): 

Congratulations. 

SULPICE: 

These Tyrolean peasants, little better than a pack of scared sheep! 

MARIE: 

Well, not all of them. 

NARRATOR: 

Marie turns away from Sulpice. 

SULPICE: 

What? Marie, what’s going on?  You have changed.  Lately you have been avoiding us. 

NARRATOR: 

Marie is very quiet as the sergeant continues his inquiries. 

SULPICE: 

I’ve been told that you have been talking to a stranger, not far from the encampment. 

MARIE: 

That’s true.  I don’t deny it. 

SULPICE: 

Well, what about it? 

(pause, as Marie does not respond) 

Tell me everything. 

MARIE: 

Not long ago, I was climbing one of the nearby mountains, gathering flowers.  I saw a 

lovely one, tried to reach it and fell – 



SULPICE: 

You fell? 

MARIE: 

Into the arms of a young man. 

SULPICE: 

A young girl is not allowed to fall into the arms of a man, except her father’s. 

MARIE: 

Sacre bleu, I couldn’t just stay floating in the air till the Regiment got there! 

SULPICE: 

I guess not.  And that young man? 

MARIE:   

Very nice. 

SULPICE:   

What nationality? 

MARIE: 

Tyrolean.  A scared sheep!  A civilian.  I know they are supposed to be the enemy, but 

later he told me that I … 

SULPICE: 

Then you’ve seen him since? 

MARIE : 

How could I help it!  He followed me everywhere. 

SULPICE: 

Marie!  You were not raised to mingle with strangers – especially the enemy!  Besides, 

you are bound by regulation to only marry one of us, one of the 21st! 

MARIE: 

Yes.  (Then, almost to herself) 

I’ve got to be bound by it:  it’s the least I can do after all your care and affection. 

SULPICE: 

That’s better, my daughter. 

NARRATOR:  Sulpice warmly hugs the girl. 

 



ACT 1 – Dialogue 3 (NARRATOR, SULPICE, MARIE and TONIO) 

NARRATOR:  

Troops of the 21st arrive with a prisoner: a Tyrolean, Tonio, who says he has been 

looking for Marie.  The troops are leaving the scene, and Tonio is ordered to follow 

them. 

SULPICE: 

Are you coming with us, Marie? 

MARIE:  (shakes her head meaning “no”) 

SULPICE: 

You’re pouting? 

MARIE:  (shakes her head meaning “yes”) 

SULPICE: 

As you wish.  (Sulpice shakes his head.) 

Daughters!  

NARRATOR: 

Sulpice and the soldiers leave with Tonio.  Marie is left alone – heartbroken that Tonio 

is gone. 

MARIE: 

He’s gone.  And we didn’t even get the chance to say goodbye.  He saved by life, and 

yet, I just let them drag him away.  Oh, we shall never see each other again! 

NARRATOR: 

Tonio appears and surprises her. 

MARIE: 

Tonio, it’s you! 

TONIO: 

Marie! 

MARIE: 

How is it possible?  How did you manage to get away? 

TONIO: 

I pretended to go with them, but at the first opportunity slipped away.  That sergeant 

let out an awful curse. 



MARIE: 

My father! 

TONIO: 

No, it was that big oaf. 

MARIE: 

He is my father. 

TONIO: 

No, not him – the old one. 

MARIE: 

He is my father too. 

TONIO: 

Marie, how many fathers can you have? 

MARIE: 

Tonio, the entire regiment adopted me. 

TONIO: 

What? 

MARIE: 

They are all my fathers – all of them. 

TONIO: 

Well, that complicates things. 

MARIE: 

Tonio, do you have any idea how dangerous it is for you to be here?  Why did you come 

back when you could have escaped? 

TONIO: 

Because I love you.  I would rather die than lose you. 

NARRATOR: 

Sulpice surprises them, and Marie must admit to Tonio that she can only marry a 

soldier from the 21st. 

 

 

























 

 



  EVALUATION  

Thank you for taking the time to give us some insights on how 

we can provide you and your students with a rewarding opera 

experience.  You may fill out the following form and mail a copy 

to 

 

Debra Erck, Education Coordinator 

Austin Opera 

3009 Industrial Terrace, Ste. 100 

Austin, Tx. 78758 

 

You are also welcome to email me directly at 

derck@austinopera.org .  We value your feedback to help us as 

we access our current programs and look towards creating new 

programs in the future.  Your support of our programs helps 

greatly in our efforts when requesting funding for ACCESS 

OPERA. 

 

 

 

mailto:derck@austinopera.org


EVALUATION FORM – ACCESS OPERA  

1.  Please share any feedback you have about the reservation process and the acquisition 

of tickets for the event. 

 

2. Please share any feedback you have about the provided study guide.  What was most 

valuable?  What did you use with your students?  What was missing?  How can we make 

your preparation for the opera performance easier? 

 

 

 

3. Did you take advantage of the Opera Docent opportunity? 

If so, please share any feedback you have about that experience. 

 

 

4. Please share any feedback you have about your experience at the Long Center. 

 

5. How likely are you to attend another Access Opera event? 

             Definitely!            Most likely            Maybe           Never 

 

6. What other types of opera outreach programs would you like to see provided by Austin 

Opera?  (feel free to dream big!) 

 

 

OPTIONAL (We would appreciate being able to contact  you regarding your comments above.) 

Name of School __________________________________  Your Name ____________________ 

 

Email ______________________________ 
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